Jennifer Love Hewitt and
Boyfriend Alex Beh Split
The short-lived romance between actress Jennifer Love
Hewitt and actor/director Alex Beh is over, reports People.
“[Hewitt] is doing fine,” said Hewitt’s rep.
The couple
debuted their romance last November at the Rock the Kasbah
gala in L.A. Hewitt told reporters that her new flame was an
“old-fashioned” gentleman.
What are some old-fashioned ways to impress your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Old-fashioned dates and ideals are always fun.
classic ways to impress your partner:

Here are a few

1. Picnic: Organize a picnic at the park. With the weather
getting warmer, a romantic afternoon spent under the shade of
a tree is a perfect way to bond with your partner.
2. Breakfast in bed: Your partner will appreciate the effort
that goes into making breakfast in bed. While it is cliché,
cliché’s are over-used for a reason; they work.
3. Movie night: Surprise your partner with some black and
white movies. If Breakfast at Tiffany’s isn’t your style,
then try some movies from your childhood, like Top Gun.
Have you ever had an old-fashioned beau?
below!

Tell us your story

Jennifer Love Hewitt Picks
Out Three Wedding Rings
Jennifer Love Hewitt is making it really easy for her
boyfriend to propose by picking out three engagement rings for
him to choose from. The 31-year-old actress has been dating
Chicago actor and director Alex Beh for seven months, and
things must be going well for the couple. Hewitt told Ellen
Degeneres that she found the rings at Tiffany’s, according to
People. “I feel like I’m doing the guy a favor. I don’t want
to be upset if he picks a bad ring, so I feel like having
three picked out and saying, ‘Look! Look at this plethora of
things you can choose from!'”
What are ways to make sure your groom-to-be picks out the
right ring?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting engaged is exciting, but getting engaged with the
right ring? Perfect. Cupid has some tips on how to make sure
your mate proposes with the right rock:
1. Drop hints: If you want him to shop at a certain store, get
him on the mailing list or rip out ads from the store and put
them where he’ll find them.
He should get the hint
eventually.
2. Use a celebrity example: Pick up a copy of People and point
out a particular celebrity’s engagement ring as beautiful.
Giving him an idea of the style and design you want will help
guide him when picking out a ring.
3. Have breakfast at Tiffany’s: If you are really picky and
know exactly the ring you want, tell your man that when he

proposes, you’d love to be able to pick out the ring
yourself. Being proposed to in Tiffany’s with your choice of
ring is also very romantic (see: Sweet Home Alabama).

